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**Introduction**

International comparative studies have suggested intriguing differences across nations when it comes to students’ basic competences in mathematics (e.g. de Lange 2007) and practices of mathematics teaching (e.g. Knipping 2003). In fact, early efforts to systematically study and compare classroom practices across nations and cultures, such as the TIMSS video study (e.g. Stigler and Hiebert 1999), were spurred by the differences found in students’ response to international surveys like TIMSS. This led to a growing interest in the cultural and institutional conditions for mathematics teachers’ practice and knowledge in East Asia, and more broadly to research seeking to make sense of what Stigler and Hiebert (op. cit.) called “the teaching gap”, particularly between Western and East Asian countries (cf. Leung et al. 2006). In many countries, reforms and debates related to teacher education also renew and strengthen researchers’ interest in the nature and development of mathematics teachers’ professional practices and knowledge, and have led to numerous theoretical categorizations of what mathematics teachers know, or should know (Blömeke and Delaney 2012). At the same time, the focus on teachers’ practices also begins to extend to in-depth research on how teachers work *outside* of the classroom, as they study and prepare for teaching (e.g. Gueudet and Trouche 2009).

Our own work in this field is motivated by a concern about two crucial links:

- the link between what teachers do (inside and outside the classroom) and the professional knowledge they develop and share about these practices—these compounds of practice and knowledge are modelled as *didactic* and *paradidactic* praxeologies (cf. Chevallard 1999; Winsløw 2011; Miyakawa and Winsløw 2013) as will be further explained in this paper;
- the link between these praxeologies and their institutional and cultural conditions, such as available resources, modalities of teachers’ collaboration, channels for sharing didactic praxeologies.

In this paper, we conduct a theoretical and empirical study of these links with a special focus on the conditions which exist in Japan, when it comes to develop, share and implement didactic knowledge. These particular conditions have often been alluded to in the literature, especially in descriptions of Japanese lesson study:

… this countrywide lesson study process generates practitioner knowledge but within a system containing features identified earlier as essential for transforming such knowledge into a professional knowledge base (Hiebert et al. 2002, p. 10)

Furthermore, innovative and motivated groups sometimes pursue publishing either a monograph or articles about their lesson study. These writings (…) are often distributed nationwide through major bookstores. (Fernandez and Yoshida 2004, p. 179).

Certainly, a main source of interest with Japanese lesson study has been the affordances of this work format for both using and producing didactic knowledge shared by a wider community of teachers (“professional knowledge” in the sense of Hiebert et al. 2002), made possible by the existence in Japan of a wide variety of publication channels. Lewis et al. (2006) suggested that knowledge gained in contexts like lesson study is validated inductively through a “local proof route”, as opposed to the top-down approach of some
types of “what works” research found in the West. But a systematic and detailed study of the ways in which “local knowledge” becomes more widely shared does not seem to exist and it is one of the purposes of this paper to fill that gap.

More broadly, this paper aims to shed light on the conditions or “features” which allow Japanese mathematics teachers to represent, communicate and develop didactic knowledge (including also knowledge about mathematics!), from the local school to the national level. The most well known of these “features” are those directly related to observation of experimental didactic practice, such as lesson study (e.g. Miyakawa and Winsløw 2009) and open lessons (Miyakawa and Winsløw 2013). But even these activities are based on documents and other resources whose creation and dissemination rely on an “infrastructure” for professional exchange and publication of mathematics teacher knowledge that goes far beyond the “real-time” observation and discussion of lessons.

The present paper aims to describe and explore this “infrastructure” more systematically, by:

● analysing a case study (in two episodes) of how didactic practice becomes theorized and eventually published, beginning with discussing some first ideas for a so-called practice research (see below) in the setting of a local mathematics teacher association, and culminating in a paper for a regional teacher congress;
● for and through this case study, present a model for such analyses and their wider perspectives, by drawing on the anthropological theory of the didactic and in particular our previous work on paradidactic infrastructure.

Here, “practice research” (jissen kenkyū) is a broader term that denotes the study and research on teaching practices, carried out mainly by an individual teacher or a group of teachers for the purpose of improving their teaching practices. It usually includes development of teaching materials and/or teaching methods, task design, teaching experiments, analyses, etc., like in a lesson study which can be seen as a specific kind of practice research. The results of practice research are often published and shared at different institutional levels in the form of a practice research report (further details on this later).

Theoretical Framework and Research Questions

Our study is based on the anthropological theory of the didactic (ATD). The need for theorizing is quite obvious: our object of research involves not only the well-known intricacy of “mathematics teacher knowledge” but also a complex network of institutional levels and venues for its development and dissemination, along with more general cultural features of Japanese society. While “lesson study” has been widely described and disseminated in the West, it remains unclear to the reader of these descriptions in what sense—and how—this school-based activity can lead to professional knowledge about mathematics teaching which is public, storable, shareable, verifiable and improvable, to use the terms of Hiebert et al. (2002). Some research refers to the wider context of Japanese teachers’ practices related to the lesson study and notes how lesson study is affected by certain elements of the context (Lewis and Tsuchida 1997; Lewis 2014). Our aim here is to pursue this point systematically, with a specific theoretical framework, and with lesson study as just one possible format for developing mathematics teacher knowledge. As usual in scientific research, the role of a theoretical framework is to make our assumptions, reasonings, research objects and research questions precise and explicit. It is particularly
important when the research objects include such complex and culturally embedded phenomena as teacher knowledge, and "settings" for developing it. We briefly recall the main notions of ATD (cf. Chevallard 1999, 2006) which goes into the definition and study of “paradidactic infrastructure”. In ATD, human knowledge is modelled in terms of praxeologies which, as the word suggests, consist of two main parts: praxis (practical knowledge, “know-how”) and logos (explicit knowledge about the praxis, including explanations and justifications of specific techniques, and also more theoretical discourse). Praxis consists of types of tasks and techniques used to solve them; logos consist of technology (discourse about the techniques) and theory (abstract discourse which clarifies, unifies or justifies the technology).

Mathematics teaching is about disseminating mathematical praxeologies where the praxis involves mathematical tasks and techniques, for instance for solving linear equations, while the logos block involves explanations of techniques, definitions of terms, rules, theorems, proofs, and so on. However, teaching mathematics draws on didactic praxeologies: praxis and logos related to teach some specific mathematical praxeology. We note that some parts of didactic praxis and logos may be more generic (i.e. independent of specific mathematics), especially at the theoretical level of logos.

Mathematics teacher knowledge consists thus, foremost, of didactic praxeologies, but these are naturally inseparable from the mathematical praxeologies whose teaching they bear on, and can also be enriched (especially at the logos level) by related mathematical praxeologies. But it still makes sense to consider the core of mathematics teachers’ knowledge as didactic.

The exercise and development of teachers’ mathematical and didactic praxeologies depend on a number of conditions and constraints which, at a given time, are more or less given and which are crucially related to the institutional system in which the teacher works. Among these conditions and constraints are those which directly bear on the teacher’s activity in the classroom and, more generally, on teaching and supervision of students—following Chevallard (2009), we call the totality of these a didactic infrastructure. The notion is admittedly abstract, but just as with infrastructures in more common contexts (such as for transportation of people within a city) the point is the systemic point of view, to consider a multitude of apparently unrelated factors as a coherent whole which conditions and constrains a particular set of praxeologies, without determining them entirely. Teacher’s praxeologies, as they unfold and possibly develop during teaching practice, are both constrained and resourced by a system of given factors—from class period length and technological devices to exercise collections and syllabi. The “infrastructure of the classroom” thus involves both elements which are generic to all teachers of a given school and some which are specific to the teaching of mathematics and thus to the development of students’ mathematical praxeologies.

Teachers do not only exercise and develop their didactic and mathematical praxeologies in the classroom or when otherwise interacting with students. They prepare their teaching, they often participate in various professional meetings and courses, and so on. We call these “teaching-related” practices paradidactic—they concern, but are not themselves, teaching. How and in what forms these practices occur for a given teacher depend, just as his teaching, on a given system of conditions and constraints, the totality of which we call the paradidactic infrastructure in which the teacher works when he is not teaching. The paradidactic and the didactic infrastructures may share some elements, such as textbooks which are often crucial to teachers’ preparation of teaching, but a paradidactic infrastructure may also involve institutionally given frameworks such as the examples of lesson
study and open lessons, as further explored by Miyakawa and Winsløw (2013) and Rasmussen (2016).

In particular, lesson study in Japan is often described as if it were an independent format of paradidactic practice; we claim that it can only be fully understood when considered as part of a wider paradidactic infrastructure, the paradidactic infrastructure available for primary and secondary level mathematics teachers in Japan (we abbreviate this JPI, for short).

Our general research questions are then:

RQ1 What elements of JPI allow Japanese mathematics teachers to access, produce and disseminate didactic and mathematical praxeologies?

RQ2 How do these elements depend on each other, and shape the teachers’ praxeologies?

So far, the international research literature has little concrete to offer for the first question besides extensive accounts and analyses of the practice of lesson study. Some of the early accounts mention a wider “system” of professional development formats in Japan (i.e. Lewis and Tsuchida 1997; Lewis 2014; Isoda et al. 2007), but this “system” has not, to our knowledge, been described beyond the stage of giving examples. Indeed, most previous research focuses on one element of JPI, “lesson study”, and to some extent on how the transplanted lesson study format turns out to be compatible with the paradidactic infrastructure in other countries such as the USA. Thus, in relation to previous research, two points of this paper are to exhibit and analyse other elements of JPI which may be as inspiring for development in other countries, and to show that lesson study in Japan depends crucially on some of these other elements.

The two research questions can hardly be approached empirically in other ways than through a qualitative study of selected examples or cases. We now turn to methodological considerations about the study of JPI and in particular the above research questions.

Methodology

The systemic definition of paradidactic infrastructures is rather new (Winsløw 2011), and there are no firmly established methods to investigate questions about them, let alone represent them as a whole. As for the whole or totality of the JPI, we do not know what could be analogous to a more or less detailed map of city transportation infrastructure. In investigations of specific elements, such as in-service courses or lesson study, the literature offers case studies based on observation data, interviews with the participants and sometimes also analysis of the documents or materials they work with (cf. e.g. Gueudet et al. 2012). Interview data may, in particular, give information of wider systemic features of a paradidactic infrastructure and are then essentially based on the respondents’ personal view of what are important conditions and constraints for their paradidactic practice.

We have chosen, in this paper, to provide first a bold and partial answer to RQ1 in the form of a “map” of JPI containing what we consider major elements (so, not the totality, but a structured display of examples of elements of JPI). This “map” is based on long conversations which the authors have had at several occasions, particularly the second author’s visits to Japan in 2013 and 2017; these conversations can best be characterized as the second author interviewing the first author, while the first author has also drawn on colleagues for some of the questions that arose. What we present here (in the next section)
is just a rough synthesis of what we identified as important categories and examples during these conversations on JPI. It will also help to situate the two cases or “episodes” which are presented in the following sections, and in particular to explain the terms which we put in italics in the next paragraph, to indicate they have a precise meaning in JPI.

The two cases are:

- Episode 1, based on a video recording from a discussion at a meeting in a teachers’ association seminar, and the abstract for a practice research report which was the subject of the discussion;
- Episode 2, based on a video recording from the presentation and discussion of the full paper at a regional conference for mathematics teachers.

The videos were transcribed, and the transcriptions and the documents were translated into English. We subsequently analysed the texts in terms of the mathematical and didactic praxeologies developed; we present the main outcomes of this analysis and their bearing on RQ2 after having outlined, for each episode, the overall structure of the document and the discussion.

A rough map of Japanese Paradidactic Infrastructure

While the case study will provide a deeper look into some segments of JPI, we first present an overall view of what we have come to consider the main elements of JPI. It is not a simple matter to provide a transparent and substantial structure to present this. A rather obvious dimension to include is the administrative levels to which the relevant institutions belong: local school, city (municipality), prefecture and national level. Indeed, Japanese mathematics teachers have opportunities to carry out their study and research at different levels (see, for the context of lesson study: Isoda et al. 2007; Lewis 2014; Lewis and Takahashi 2013; Murata and Takahashi 2002). Here, study and research are used in the sense of Chevallard (2006), who also explains how these activities relate to media (i.e. works which are made with the intention to instruct; for instance, a textbook, other teachers’ publications) and milieus (i.e. an environment, such as an experimental class, which does not instruct about the questions investigated, but can, nevertheless, be used to carry out the investigation). Of course, the results of an investigation may give rise to formulating the results as media which may subsequently be studied by others.

We outline, in Table 1, the paradidactic infrastructure by major elements according to three categories that seem to structure it in a comprehensive way in terms of ATD. The first category is institutional frameworks that organize and provide the settings for teachers’ activities. The second is these settings in which teachers’ study and research are conducted; they may, in particular, support the use of specific forms of media and milieus, such as lesson plans and experimental lessons. The third category is the various types of media which are used or produced by teachers. Producing media such as papers for conference proceedings or journals, books for other teachers seems to be one of the most noticeable paradidactic practices of Japanese teachers, although it resembles in many ways the publishing practices of academic researchers. There are also evident differences, for instance teacher publications are usually not rigorously peer-reviewed.

We are not going to explain all the details of this table, but some of them. Most of the words used in the table are reasonably self-explanatory to give a correct impression of the activity. At the national level, the Ministry of Education designates and finances some
schools (kenkyūkō, literally research schools) to undertake development and experimentation of new teaching contents and methods that are deemed potentially influential in the future national curricula (see, for example, Lewis and Takahashi 2013). These schools provide a special setting of national conferences, where teachers from all over Japan can learn of cutting edge ideas for mathematics teaching. Another special kind of schools is fuzoku schools which are schools “attached” to a university in view of supporting teacher education (see e.g. Shimizu 2002; Elipane 2012; Lewis 2014). Such schools also play a leading role and offer various settings for teacher learning at national or regional level. And all schools provide various settings for training, study and research of their own teachers “within the school” (kōnaikenshū), among which lesson study and open lessons are frequent activities (see, for example, Fernandez and Yoshida 2004).

Other important institutions in JPI are teacher associations, such as associations for mathematics teachers at the various levels, from city level to national level (see, for
example, Isoda et al. 2007; Lewis and Tsuchida 1997; Lewis 2014). These usually organize conferences or seminars, they publish proceedings and reports from these settings, and they may also publish a journal. The teachers participate in these activities for their continuous professional development on a voluntary basis, unlike the mandatory kōnaikenshū. It should be noted, however, that teachers who are active in the community of association often become a leading teacher of the area and may be recruited to work in a fuzoku school or to other important positions.

An important entry in any of these media is the practice report, which reports on results of teachers’ study and research, for instance during lesson study or practice research, which produces as a result quite similar media. The practice report involves, in particular, a first part which gives a thorough discussion of the question addressed and the material developed for it—that is, the result of kyōzaikenkyū (teaching materials research, cf. also Fujii 2015), which can be seen as an important interface between the media used and the media produced, during practice research.

At each level, the elements of the three categories in Table 1 (institutions, settings, media) are closely related each other, but as we shall see in Episodes 1 and 2, there are also crucial relations across the levels. Different settings listed in the table may include different activities. Conferences at national, prefectural or city level usually include lectures by expert teachers or university professors, oral or poster presentations in which teachers report their results of practice research or lesson study and open lessons including post-discussion. Some settings may also include workshops in which teachers work together to study teaching materials or their own practices. Teachers who present must produce a paper for the conference, mostly practice research reports, and these are disseminated through proceedings or as handouts to the participants.

The objective of each setting can be quite different, according to the institutional framework. For example, at the national level, some settings are organized to appropriately disseminate the national curriculum or other teaching contents and methods (e.g. Lewis and Takahashi 2013), others are set up to increase the dynamics of teachers’ study and research, and some are for specific in-service training purposes.

We now turn to two concrete and related “episodes” of teacher work in two of the above settings, a city-level association meeting and a regional meeting. Before delving into the two episodes, we present an outline of the context and the data (documents and video transcriptions from the two meetings).

**Episode 1: presentation and discussion of practice research at association meeting**

Sigma-kai is a seminar for mathematics teachers, which has existed since around 1980, as one among other activities of the association for mathematics teachers in Joetsu City area in Niigata prefecture. The meetings take place monthly (around 8 times a year), in the evening. This is a kind of teachers’ circle or research group (Lewis and Tsuchida 1997; Fernandez and Yoshida 2004, pp. 213–221) which is very common in any part of Japan. Participation is not limited to the members of the association (about 90 registered members), but is open to any teachers of elementary and lower secondary schools of the area and to pre-service teachers from university (undergraduate or graduate students). University teachers may also participate regularly or occasionally. It draws a dozen or so
teachers for each meeting. Participants are not fixed but vary from one meeting to another. Regular participants are usually teachers who are particularly active in practice research.

Our first episode is a meeting of Sigma-kai held from 19:00 on Wednesday 31 July 2013. The young teacher Mr. Onozuka, who has about 7 years of experience in junior high school (grade 7–9), is scheduled to present a first draft document for a practice research on “Ideas for teaching equations so that students realize the joy of mathematical activities”. This is the headline of the 1 page handout (Fig. 1) which also carries the subtitle “The practice of introducing linear equations in junior high school grade 1”. Participants receive the handout at the meeting. After finishing the draft based on advice from the discussion, Mr. Onozuka submitted it as an abstract for a regional conference held in October 2013. We return to this in Episode 2; it suffices to note here that Mr. Onozuka also planned to conduct classroom experiments of his activity in September, in order to present a full paper with experimental results at the regional conference.

The document has two sections, which correspond to what usually appears at the beginning of reports on practice research: (1) Context and purpose of the study and (2) Brief outline of the study. In (1), the teacher explains the context of the study: the teaching of linear equations in grade 7. He considers that his earlier teaching of equations was “teacher centered, with few chances for students to develop their thinking and skills to apply [equations]”. The teacher notices this especially when working with more advanced subjects, simultaneous linear equations and quadratic equations in grade 8 and 9, due to students’ inadequate understanding on the basic properties of equality and skills of solving linear equations. Therefore, he has been thinking about a lesson which could give students a chance to enjoy mathematical activities and think more deeply about linear equations. The reference to an aesthetic term such as “joy” in the heading is usual in Japan and reflects the Japanese national curriculum (MEXT 2008).

The main Sect. (2) then outlines his ideas for two classroom activities, but gives nothing like a detailed lesson plan. The first activity consists of three exercises, asking students to complete partially filled 3×3 magic squares (shown in the left bottom line of Fig. 1). Mr. Onozuka writes: “I expect that students use a linear equation without noticing in exercise 1 and 2” [the first two squares]. His main idea, though, is the second activity which contains three exercises on completing what he calls “magic circles”. Unlike magic squares, these are not a common item in recreational mathematics, but they appear, for instance, in a widely used textbook for Japanese grade 7, in the chapter on arithmetic with signed numbers (Tokyo Shoseki 2016, p. 43). The idea is similar to magic squares: the sum of the four numbers in the each circle must be the same. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the teacher proposes some examples which include negative numbers, “to use things the students have already learned”. He “intends that students complete magic circles using mathematical thinking and applying the method of solving equations they perceptively acquired in the class [the previous activity on magic squares]”. The document mainly presents the exercises and their purpose, but do not give details as to what the teacher should do, e.g. to prompt the use of equations. The novelty of his idea is the link to linear equations, not the object of “magic circles” themselves.

The whole meeting lasts about 2 h, in which the presentation and discussion of Mr. Onozuka’s paper takes place in the second hour (another paper, by another teacher, was presented and discussed in the first hour). There are 11 participants: Mr. Onozuka (O), the chair of the meeting (C) and eight other teachers (T1–T8, mostly more experienced than O).
O’s initial presentation lasts for 12 min, mainly outlining the above ideas; it is noticeable that he does not say anything about the possible links between the second activity (magic circles) and equations. He mentions, in particular, that he has tested the first
activity (magic squares) with a small group of 8th graders, and they solved it easily by trial and error. He finally asks for advice:

O I am not sure if I can make a full lesson with these activities (...) I teach two first year [grade 7] classes, so I am thinking whether it will be better for the practice research to teach the classes in the same way, or in different ways for comparing the results. I’m planning to teach the lesson in September and make sure what to do for the presentation in October [at the regional congress, cf. above and Episode 2]. I want your advice before that. That’s all, thank you

Already the very first comment brings up the question of how to establish the link between the two activities, and (linear) equations. The participants seem to agree that students will not think of, let alone explicitly use, equations in any of them. They also question the relevance of magic squares in this context and at this level, since they are often used in primary school where students find solutions without using any algebra. Then, a discussion follows on the second activity (exercise 4, corresponding to the two partially filled “magic circles” in the upper right column of Fig. 1):

T2 You need to show [the students] the merit of using equations
C Exercise 4 [first exercise in the second activity] means ... linear equations with two unknowns?
T2 As for exercise 4, you first put a, b and c. (...) I think it’s a little bit difficult, I mean, uh I see, it won’t be simultaneous equations
O Yes, it will be linear equations with two unknowns
T2 And x disappears instantly?
O Yes

Here, as nothing is written on the blackboard, the use of letters is not so precise, but it transpires from the following dialogue that several participants have already worked out how to solve the two parts of exercise 4 using (simultaneous) linear equations and in particular that the number corresponding to the “middle” number disappear in all of them and can thus be chosen freely. But the main didactic question of the link to equations, which students may be able to find, remains:

T7 We know it’s better to use letters [equations] but [for students] it’s the very beginning, isn’t it?
O Yes
T7 I don’t know whether students can think like that. I know they can if we tell them to
T2 Certainly, if we tell them to

The participants discuss the more general question of creating situations which students can model using equations. They agree that some work with equations is needed before there is any hope for students to be able to model the problem in exercise 4 by equations and also that this will be quite difficult to realize in grade 7. Several teachers suggest other, less demanding, situations in which students can experience the use of equations. In particular T3 goes to the blackboard (scene from video shown in Fig. 2) to explain the idea of “Calculation Square” which he has seen “somewhere” and also tried out himself in the later parts of the lesson sequence on equations, where it is common to focus on applications:
T3 It’s an exercise like you put any number on ア, whatever you like, and calculate like this (…) and then they try to use letters and make an expression

T3 draws the diagram in Fig. 3 on the blackboard (here ア, イ, ウ, エ are the first characters in the Japanese sign system katakana, and 「 and 」 are brackets in Japanese language). The meaning of the arrows is that the operation indicated by the number next to the arrow should be carried out to get from one number to the next—for instance ア + 3 = イ. The point is that one should return back to the same number when going round in the square. Students will initially not use algebraic expressions, but use trial and error; eventually, they should learn to write down an equation with x in place of one of the unknown numbers, for instance letting x replace ア leads to the equation: 4(x + 3)/3 − 7 = x. From this the unique solution can be found, and students will see how much easier that method is than trial and error. After discussing various potentials and challenges with this new idea, the teachers return to the activities of O, and in particular the last part of the second activity. O proposes to ask students to create magic circles with no previously given numbers (last diagram in Fig. 1). A teacher (T1) explains a way to create magic circles with any given set of 5 integers, and how according to him, the work with this problem will have two phases: first to realize that the middle number can be chosen independently of the rest, and then to see that 4 other numbers (three in the intersections,
and one more which is in just one of the circles) can be chosen arbitrarily, after which the remaining two will be determined.

After discussing a few more ideas, they turn to the revision of O’s abstract:

C We should remember the deadline on the 5th [of August, 5 days later]
(…)
C But if you carry out a good kyōzaikenkyū, the teaching practice will have no problem. (…) As T8 told you, if you may conceive a concrete task design, you will see where to land on.
O I am not confident if I can safely land in five days. There is some possibility of crashing.
T7 But you got a lot of hints.

At the end, the participants provide various advice on how to revise the paper, including erasing the subtitle (mentioned above), and also a few more suggestions on how to prepare the actual lesson or lessons to be experimented in September and reported on at the regional meeting in October. For instance, T2 suggests realizing different activities in the two classes of O in order to compare the results. Finally, C reminds O of one main outcome of the discussion:

C You have to sincerely think about the merits of equations which these activities bring out. Otherwise, your practice results in nothing

Analysis of Episode 1

The didactic praxis, which O’s initial proposal concerns, is “the practice of introducing linear equations in junior high school grade 1” (citing the subtitle of the handout in Fig. 1). As a background for our analysis of this (and the next) episode, we need to first provide a brief analysis of the Japanese curriculum for this grade. The topic of linear equations comes after periods of work with “using letters” to express, for instance, number patterns, like \(1, 2n, (n + 1)\) as an expression for the general triangle number. It comprises, according to the ministerial guidelines:

(a) To understand the necessity and meaning of equations, as well as the meanings of letters within equations and their solutions. (b) To know how to solve equations based on the properties of equalities. (c) To solve simple linear equations with one unknown and make use of the linear equations in concrete situations. (MEXT 2008, p. 59)

Here, the first part of (c) clearly refers to praxis with types of task such as \(T_s: \text{solve } ax + b = cx + d\) for given values of \(a, b, c\) and \(d\), while (b) and most of (a) indicate the mathematical theory behind the techniques and their description. The second part of (c) refers to tasks of the type \(T_M: \text{“given (the description of) a situation, set up a linear equation as a model of that situation”}\). The first part of (a) indicates elements of a didactic theory about the teaching of equations, where, in particular, the necessity of equations is strongly related to the second part of (c), as the idea is to present students with situations in which some problem can be easily solved by setting up an equation. It can be considered as
a didactic justification (at the theory level) for including the praxis around $T_{M}$. The guidelines do not give other examples for this than simple problems involving proportions.

To teach this topic thus includes a number of didactic tasks, including that of having students work with situations which can show them the necessity of equations for solving problems. At the time of the meeting in Sigma-kai, O has not yet developed a complete lesson plan (which, in Japan, does not simply represent didactic techniques and technology, but also theoretical considerations). What he proposes is more basic: two types of mathematical tasks, namely completing magic squares ($T_{ms}$) and circles ($T_{mc}$). We note that the crucial importance of task design in Japanese teachers’ practice research, which the following discussion exemplifies, was also emphasized by Fujii (2015), who situates task design in the wider context of kyōzaikenkyū (study of teaching materials).

A central element of the discussion of the teachers concerns the link between $T_{ms}$ and $T_{mc}$ on the one hand, and $T_{M}$ on the other. At the level of mathematical praxeologies, a link can certainly be established (this was also briefly alluded to in the discussion), but the main question from a didactic point of view is whether the activity can help showing students “the merit of using equations” (T2, quoted above). And the main quandary is that “we know it’s better to use letters”, but students don’t, while “they can if we tell them to” (T7 quoted above). In particular, one teacher expresses a strong scepticism regarding the students subsuming $T_{ms}$ under $T_{M}$, as most students are familiar with the former since the early grades of elementary school. Then, T3 presents an alternative type of task, $T_{cs}$ (finding the numbers in a “calculation square”, cf. Fig. 3). We notice that T3 indicates having learned about $T_{cs}$ “somewhere”—the source could be in any of the media and sites listed in Table 1, just as we can only speculate that O has been inspired to propose $T_{mc}$ as a possible subtype of $T_{M}$ from having seen the former in a textbook. Unlike university researchers, teachers do not have a strong code for referencing sources; this relative lack of reference practice makes it difficult to track the various exchanges of knowledge which occur in JPI.

In fact the core of the teachers’ discussion bears on whether and how the above ideas ($T_{ms}, T_{mc}, T_{cs}$) could be seen, by students, as tasks of type $T_{M}$, and thus contributes to the realization of the curricular goals (a) and (c). This depends on didactic practice, and in particular on other didactic techniques than the mere choice of an exercise; the teachers seem to agree that the activities will have to be placed later in the sequence of equations, and not in the beginning, but also other details of the lesson itself will have to be fixed. O will have to decide on these before his lesson experiences in September, and in particular on how (and if) didactic techniques could support the links between the mathematical tasks he has presented in the handout, and $T_{M}$.

**Episode 2: presentation and publication of practice research**

On Friday October 25, Mr. Onozuka (O) participates in a regional conference for teachers from 4 prefectures around Niigata (about 500 participants in total from elementary to secondary levels). The 1 page abstract submitted to the conference (Fig. 1 with corrections based on the discussion in Episode 1) and published in the proceedings (Onozuka 2013) has now been extended to a 6-page “teaching practice report”, which is distributed to the participants in O’s presentation.

The paper (first page shown in Fig. 4) consists of the following sections: (1) Context and purpose of the study, (2) Main ideas of the study, (3) Content and method of the study, (4) Teaching plan of the unit, (5) Results and discussion and (6) Conclusion and future issues. One evident difference from the short paper presented at Sigma-kai is that it now presents detailed teaching
plans of a sequence of lessons for linear equations, as well as results from experimentation in two
classes (grade 7). But another important change has also occurred: the initial activity with magic
squares has disappeared, and instead appears an activity on “calculation squares”, as suggested
by one of the participants (T3) in Episode 1. O has tried out these activities in a first 2-h lesson at
the beginning of the 20-h sequence of lessons on equations. For comparison, he used different
activities in the two classes, as suggested by T2 in Episode 1: calculation squares in one class and
magic circles in the other. In both classes, he returned to the initial activity later in the sequence to
try to let students use equations on it. This worked well in the class where “calculation squares”
were used, but not in the other class. Quoting from the paper:

In the class where I introduced the calculation square, after teaching how to solve the
linear equation, I asked students to solve the same task with equations. Then they
were surprised to see how easily they can solve a problem by using equations. I think
they could see how good and useful equations are. In the class where I introduced magic circles, in the same way, I also proposed the same task again. But there were too many letters they had to deal with, and they were sincerely trying to solve it, but it was not enough for them to understand. I felt the need for improving this task and studying how to use it in the class to make them realize how useful equations are.

At the conference, O presents his paper in about 18 min, followed by 12-min discussion. Questions are invited from participants first, and then a reactor (somewhat like what the literature calls a “knowledgeable other”) give some concluding comments. The first question asks a more detailed explanation on the difference between the class with calculation squares and the class with magic circles. The second question raised by a participant (P2) is, much as the discussion at the Sigma-kai meeting, on the link between magic circles and equation solving, but O has a more precise answer this time:

P2 This is a simple question, but how do you connect the magic circle with equations?
O After they studied equations, I asked the students to make equations in class …
[draws on the blackboard the magic circle with three empty fields shown in Fig. 5] As there are three numbers we don’t know, I asked them if we can use the same letter or not. Then they said “No, because different numbers should be there” and wrote $x, y$ and $z$. [writes these on the figure]. And I asked them if we could make algebraic expressions and connect them by equal signs, then as the sums should be equal, they sum up to get [writes again] $x - 3$ in this circle, and the lower right circle is $x + z - 1$, and another is $x + y$. And they said these will be connected each other by equal signs, and I asked them to write on the blackboard. Then, they connected like this [writes equal signs vertically between $x - 3; x + z - 1; x + y$]. At this moment, some student realized and said that $y$ is equal to $-3$. They found that there is no need to use the part $x$. In working on the magic circle, they noticed that they don’t need $x$, they got $y$, and $y$ is equal to $-3$, so one may put here $-3$, then (…) Concerning the one of the very beginning, it’s not really a linear equation, but students could work on this task by applying their knowledge on equations. However, to be honest, with the next task [corresponding to lower circle diagram to the right in Fig. 5], it did not go well as I had expected. Do I answer your question?
P2 Maybe the point is the next task, how it relates or not to the equations, to the introduction of equations. I couldn’t see well and I’m wondering

O I couldn’t see either

The chair then asks the reactor (R) to give his comments. R explains the importance of developing activities which show students the usefulness of equations, and goes on to develop, on the blackboard (Fig. 6) how a magic circle in principle gives rise to two equations with 7 unknowns which can be reduced to 6:

R I thought about it. \[ \text{writes } a, b, c, \ldots \text{ in the Magic Circle on the blackboard}\] If I put letters like this, then in this magic circle, since the sums are equal \[\text{writes } a + d + g + f = b + e + g + d = c + f + g + e \text{ on the board}.\] (…) We divide it into two …, then, well, about the properties of equality, the teacher may ask “is there anything you may find about these two equations?”

He discusses briefly whether children could make these or other observations on such equations. R then points out that “magic circles” are normally used to work with arithmetic of integers (including negative numbers; see, for example, Tokyo Shoseki 2016, p. 43). At the end, as R is member of the education board of Joetsu City, he announces another conference for mathematics teachers taking place there.

**Analysis of Episode 2**

The outcome of the teaching practice, as described in the full paper and presented at the conference, is quite clear: after working with linear equations for some time, students can engage in solving tasks of type $T_{cs}$ by equation solving (schematically, the sequence $T_{cs} \rightarrow T_M \rightarrow T_S$), and they even appreciate the facility which these techniques supply for $T_{cs}$, compared to the various guessing strategies they had deployed in the introductory activity. This justifies the didactic praxis empirically, in view of the official didactic theory according to which the teaching of this topic should show students the “necessity” or “merit” of linear equations as a means to solve problems.

Fig. 6 The reactor explores the algebra of magic circles further
By contrast, with the two tasks of type $T_{mc}$, a similar sequence does not work well even after students have been taught the basics of linear equations. In fact, students were able to set up equations for these problems (using techniques related to $T_M$), even if these equations get more than one variable, but they could not solve the equations, especially in the second exercise (lower right diagram in Fig. 5). In the long explanation of O quoted above, he explains that for the first exercise, the students got the equations
\[ x - 3 = x + z - 1 = x + y, \]
and some students realized (probably looking at the first and last part of the above, and eliminating $x$) that $y = -3$. Notice that even if given the equation $x - 3 = x + y$ directly, this is a task which is not of type $T_S$, but some of the students could still solve it using similar techniques (here, strategic use of a specific “property of the equality sign” cited in MEXT 2008, p. 60: $a = b \Rightarrow a - c = a - c$). However, the students could not solve the equations resulting from the second exercise
\[ x + y + z - 4 = x + y - 3 = x + z - 5 \]
which is in itself an interesting observation regarding how far students at this level can extend the techniques known from $T_S$ (and explicitly based on properties of the equalities) beyond the, by now, familiar context. For instance, looking just at the first equation, there are two added complications: that one has to “see” an expression $(x + y)$, not just a letter, which can be subtracted on both sides, and that an addition of 4 on both sides is also needed to get the value of $z$. Certainly, these extensions of techniques to new types of tasks will be highly relevant in grade 8 (for the study of systems of linear equations). In his initial presentation, O actually mentions this point:

O the textbooks have been revised, so that they have to learn this new kind of simultaneous equation, $A = B = C \ldots$ [in grade 8], but in this phase [of grade 7] the students find it difficult to use letters and work on this form of equations…

Mathematically, one can thus say that the activities based on $T_{mc}$ could furnish a bridge between the theme of linear equations and simultaneous equations. However, from a didactic viewpoint, the activity was only partly satisfactory, as just some students could solve the easier of the equations. This does not exclude that simpler tasks of type $T_{mc}$ could be more successful—for instance with more, or different, given numbers—or a different organization of the sequence (or of the particular lessons where the magic circles appear). But this is speculation: P2 and O conclude that it is not clear, from the experiment, whether $T_{mc}$ is didactically relevant for the grade 7 introduction of the praxeologies corresponding to $T_S$ and $T_M$. On the other hand, a clear result from the experiment seems to be that $T_{cs}$ is.

A final comment on the mathematical praxeologies at stake: the reactors’ comment at the end concerns not only a more evident place of $T_{mc}$, but also (and before that) gives a hint on how equations might be used to provide a theory level of the corresponding mathematical praxeology. His general algebraic representation of “magic circles” simplifies readily to
\[
\begin{align*}
\{ a + f &= b + e \\
    c + f &= b + d 
\end{align*}
\]
where $a, b, \ldots, f$ are six different integers. Note here that, as observed by the teachers in Episode 1, the “middle number” of the magic circle can be chosen freely and independently of the other six and can be entirely disregarded. Thus, given six integers, these
relations can be used to find all magic circles that can be made with them (if any at all); fewer, naturally, if some of them are given. These and other aspects of the mathematics related to $T_{mc}$ are indeed at the horizon of the final comment, and there is no doubt that part of the fascination of O with $T_{mc}$ comes from having thought quite a lot about these objects, which he qualifies as “beautiful” and “curious” in his initial presentation at the meeting.

**Discussion and perspectives**

A first and partial answer to RQ1 is presented in Table 1. With the two episodes we have a more detailed view of the kind of didactic and mathematical praxeologies which can be presented and accessed within JPI (of course, based on some parts of it). At first, a sketchy proposal for a teaching experiment is presented by O, in which the main elements is a didactic problem (the teaching of equations beyond teacher led drill) and where the preliminary answers consists essentially of two activities, with a mathematical type of task (completing magic circles) as the main new idea for the problem at hand. An alternative activity is proposed by one of the participants, who indicated he has heard of it “somewhere”—it could be, in fact, in most of the media cited in the right column of Table 1. He had also experienced it with success himself—as an element of didactic practice, it is thus not only backed by discursive reasoning but also by praxis. The link to the final experiment and report of O is clear: he has adopted the alternative and compares it with his own favourite (magic circles). The praxis is elaborated with didactic technology and theoretical perspectives in the full paper presented at the regional conference, where this didactic logos are not only shared but also further developed through a discussion of a mathematical (in fact algebraic) praxeology which supplies not only a technique to solve tasks of the type $T_{mc}$, but also a theory for this praxeology. O and his colleagues have advanced in getting to know the alternative $T_{cm}$, which despite its apparent existence in some media is certainly not widespread in Japan—but also in developing some first elements of mathematical and didactic logos about $T_{mc}$ and its links to equation solving. The first experiment of O did not succeed that well, but that is not going to stop him or others from continuing to work with this intriguing new idea. Eventually, it could perhaps become a central element in an innovative lesson which allows students to enjoy the mathematical activity, involving modelling and operating with equations.

We do not know the continuation of this particular set of episodes, which is also not the main point. The first point is that it shows the kind of work which lies behind the creative and student-oriented lessons which have attracted the interest of some Westerners who observed research lessons in Japan and which is undoubtedly a main motivating factor for their attempts to implement lesson study in their home country. In widespread accounts of lesson study, it is presented as an isolated and cyclic activity (e.g. Figure 1 in Lewis et al. 2006) in which the “planning” of a lesson is portrayed as a kind of group work, supported by the sheer study of textbooks. Possibly under the influence of such simplified operationalizations of lesson study, this will often be the situation when lesson study is implemented in other countries. By contrast, the two episodes contain none of the characteristics usually associated with lesson study: there is no full lesson plan, nobody observes O’s experimental lessons, and his own observations are presented but not really discussed in the second of the two episodes. Nevertheless, the work that he has accomplished with colleagues in the two episodes, and alone when experimenting the two activities in his classes, could well lead him to eventually develop a lesson to be
subsequently presented as an open lesson (Miyakawa and Winsløw 2013) or to be developed further in the course of a collective lesson study. Moreover, O’s activities could be even considered as a part of lesson study in the Japanese sense. While the collective aspect of lesson study has been emphasized strongly in most of the English language literature, individual works are usually covered by the Japanese term, and one may in fact observe an individual–collective dialectic in Japanese lesson study (Miyakawa and Pepin 2016). Collective action may not be required in the actual lesson and subsequent discussion, but could still be present at other moments related to the lesson (as in the above episodes). In this way, the design of a creative and successful lesson often involves several elements of JPI and not just lesson study in the limited sense in which it is presented in parts of the literature.

In particular, venues for discussing more tentative ideas for mathematical activities, a variety of media beyond textbooks and curriculum guidelines, and systematic experimentation of hypotheses could be important sources of kyōzaikenkyū (“study of teaching materials’”). This term is, in some descriptions, reduced to a desktop activity to prepare a lesson, but an important component can in fact be discussion with other teachers of new materials produced by the teachers themselves, as we saw it in the two episodes. In both episodes, and the intermediate teaching experiment, we find, in fact a paradidactic practice which is certainly related to a didactic practice (that of teaching linear equations in grade 7) but which adopts, in many ways, the stance of a researcher: the didactic practice is not the final goal of the paradidactic practice, but it serves as an experiment from which articulate didactic knowledge (logos) is produced and subsequently shared with other teachers through the conference presentation and the proceedings paper. As in academic research, teachers’ practice research may not always produce final answers; non-conclusive exploration of new ideas ($T_{mc} \rightarrow T_{M} \rightarrow T_{S}$) and confirmation of others’ informal results ($T_{cs} \rightarrow T_{M} \rightarrow T_{S}$) are also of value to advance the shared knowledge of the community. Moreover, it should be noted that (as for academic researchers) it is beneficial to a Japanese teachers’ career to be active in presenting and publishing results of their research, through the variety of well-established channels, at different levels, which we listed in Table 1. It is also clear that the concerned elements of JPI depend on each other, in particular parts of the work done at the local association is motivated by the possibility of presenting a practice research report at the regional meeting; another possibility, closer to lesson study, is to present an open lesson there.

Another noteworthy feature of both episodes, which is also confirmed by our observation of similar sessions, for instance, at Sigma-kai, is that a central focus of the discussions are fine details of the mathematical praxeologies (in particular, the tasks) which they are considering to engage students with. Both O and some of the discussants, in particular R at the regional conference, show considerable and independent interest in the (to them) novel idea of modelling $T_{ms}$ and $T_{mc}$ using linear equations. Many studies of mathematics teacher practice have somehow expressed the idea of teachers doing mathematics themselves, as an element of their professional growth. For instance, Liping Ma (1999, p. 136) considered this as an important quality in Chinese teachers’ paradidactic practice:

One thing is to study whom you are teaching, the other thing is to study the knowledge you are teaching. If you can interweave the two things together nicely, you will succeed.
To create novel ideas for teaching a mathematical praxeology, one needs to create mathematical tasks with which students (in interaction with each other and the teacher) can generate the praxeology as such. Here, $T_{mc}$ appears to O as an intriguing concrete instance of the more abstract idea of enjoying a mathematical activity and modelling situations with linear equations ($T_M$). To determine the first hypothesis for tasks to set to students (shown to the right in Fig. 5), he has of course experimented with various tasks and the techniques which could solve them, including algebraic ones. To determine the order of the two tasks —with the more difficult as the second one—he has probably developed the algebraic model outlined in our analysis of Episode 2, as a theoretical explanation of why this second task is significantly harder, even if one does not use algebra. His responses both at the Sigma-kai meeting and at the regional conference also suggest that he has been thinking of other tasks of type $T_{mc}$ as well as corresponding algebraic techniques, for instance to evaluate the number of solutions to a given task.

Finally, the two episodes illustrate our belief that JPI offers a tightly connected system for teachers’ development and creation of shared didactic knowledge, and (in relation to this activity) also for maintaining a vital level of curiosity and “research” when it comes to the mathematical praxeologies they teach (and their “horizon”, in the sense of Zaskis and Mamolo 2011). New ideas, such as using “calculation squares” or “magic circles” as a mathematical practice through which students may experience the merits of equations, can be circulated and tested more locally before, possibly, being more widely disseminated in practice research reports, teacher journals and books, textbooks, etc.; it also means that official curricula such as MEXT (2008) are not just implemented by teachers. The published nature of teachers’ main achievements, in terms of building didactic praxeologies, means that they can function as an important resource for the periodic reforms of curricula. Together, Episodes 1 and 2 furnish an instance (and possible step) of how this bottom-up process may work, thanks to certain elements of JPI as illustrated in Table 1.

It is certainly relevant to ask how common practice research is in Japan, for instance how many teachers engage in publishing practice research reports. But it seems that there is no systematic data available. It must also be noted that the distinction between practice research and lesson study is not clear-cut. Practice reports do not only result from practice research to be presented in the meeting or conference, but also from lesson study; so almost all teachers of elementary and junior high school engage in writing such reports, at least for the lesson studies carried out as a part of kōnaikeši (see Fernandez and Yoshida 2004, Ch. 13). Also, as mentioned earlier, particularly active teachers participate in association or circle meetings outside their school, and their work may have a broader audience. We do not have current figures, but some indications can be found. According to older statistics, almost half of the teachers take part in some activities of a local association (Kamiyama et al. 1983, cited in Fernandez and Yoshida 2004, p. 215), and around 80% of school principals consider that their teachers attend professional activities outside of the school, according to a recent national survey (MEXT 2016, pp. 171, 176). In the case of Joetsu City, we note that there were around 90 registered members in the local association of elementary and junior high school mathematics teachers, out of several hundred such teachers in the city.

In conclusion, JPI endows the community of Japanese mathematics teachers with many of the characteristics which, according to Etzioni (cited in Chevallard 2009, p. 18), distinguishes a profession from a semi-profession. In particular, it is vital to help them build and share “a unique body of knowledge and skills”, and its members are “characterized by a strong service motivation and lifetime commitment to competence” which they carry out within the framework of JPI, and within the didactic infrastructure of their school. Lesson
study in all its varieties is certainly a remarkable element of JPI, but the whole system of institutions and media outlined in Table 1 is, we believe, crucial to account for its specific resources, results and impact in the Japanese context. This conclusion also indicates the importance of investigating paradidactic infrastructure in other countries. Indeed, paradidactic infrastructure is crucial to any initiative to develop the teaching profession.
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